YOUR COMPLETE FLAT TOW SYSTEM!

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY ON ALL TOW BARS

SUPPLEMENTAL BRAKING SYSTEMS

TOW BARS

BASEPLATES

REVOLUTIONARY NEW TABLESS DESIGN FROM DEMCO

PRACTICALLY INVISIBLE

TABS STAY ON THE TOW BAR. NEVER LOSE A TAB AGAIN!

EASY HOOK-UP AND DISCONNECT

DEMCO TABLESS BASEPLATES WILL WORK WITH OTHER MANUFACTURER’S TOW BARS

AVAILABLE FOR MANY MODELS

DEMCO CONTINUES TO OFFER OUR CLASSIC STYLE BASEPLATES

LEARN MORE AT DEMCO-PRODUCTS.COM OR CALL 1.800.543.3626 TODAY

TOWING SOMEWHERE?

DOMINATOR

9511008 – DOMINATOR™
WEIGHS ONLY 30 LBS.
TOWS UP TO 7,500 LBS.
SELF-SUPPORTING, INDEPENDENT ARMS FOR EASY HOOK UP
EASY TRIGGER RELEASE
STORES ON MOTORHOME

9511013 – EXCALI-BAR 3™
WEIGHS ONLY 46 LBS.
TOWS UP TO 10,500 LBS.
SELF-SUPPORTING, INDEPENDENT ARMS FOR EASY HOOK UP
EASY TRIGGER RELEASE
STORES ON MOTORHOME

9511012 – COMMANDER 2™
WEIGHS ONLY 41 LBS.
TOWS UP TO 6,000 LBS.
SELF-SUPPORTING, INDEPENDENT ARMS FOR EASY HOOK UP
EASY TRIGGER RELEASE
STORES ON MOTORHOME

TOW BARS

TOW BAR ACCESSORIES

PART DESCRIPTION
PART NUMBER
TOWING COMBO KIT:
Double System Combo Kit 9522037
Kit includes: 6 Way Coiled Lighting Cable, Bulb & Socket Wiring Kit, Marine Grade, Vinyl Demco Storage Cover, Three Pin Locking Kit, Two Quick Pins
WIRING KITS:
Towed Vehicle Taillight Wiring/Diode Kit 9522014
Bulb Taillight Wiring Kit 9522047
7 to 6 RV Adapter 9522054
DIODE KIT:
6 Diode Kit (Red/Blue) 9522052
FLEX COiled WIRING CABLES:
4 Way Coiled Lighting Cable 9522054
6 Way Coiled Lighting Cable 9522056
7 Way Coiled Lighting Cable 9522054
SAFETY CABLES:
54” Straight Safety Cables 9522051
64” Straight Safety Cables 9522053
No Cable Safety Cables 9522052
12” Safety Cable Extension 9522056
16” Safety Cable Extension 9522055
LOCING PINs:
5/8” Locking Pin 9522057
Two Locking Quick Pins 9522055
Three Pin Locking Rct 9522056
Two Quick Pins 9522055
Two Standard Pins on Quick Pins 9522054
ACCESSORIES:
3” Drop/Raise Receiver 9522052
4” Drop/Raise Receiver 9522053
6” Drop/Raise Receiver 9522054
Innovative Round Tow Bars 9522059
Three Pin Locking Cover 9522056
Pull Ear Covers 9589
SENTRY DEFLECTOR ADAPTORS:
For Stowmaster™ Header, Full Size 9522037
For Blue Ox Header, Junior Size 9522051
For Blue Ox Header, Junior Size 9522051

DOMINATOR™
EXCALI-BAR 3™
COMMANDER 2™
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performing tow braking systems available, providing Demco’s patented actuator, you’ll feel as if your adjustable systems simply can’t match. Equipped coach and your car are braking together as one.

**5 Year Warranty**

- Patented actuator helps your RV and towed vehicle brake as one
- Features Coachlink wireless notification system
- Fully transferable to a new vehicle
- 100% proportionate braking

**WHY AIR FORCE ONE**

- Integrated system engineered for gas RVs with hydraulic brakes
- Zero setup time to tow
- Demco-exclusive integrated breakaway system
- Fully transferable to a new vehicle
- Unique dual-signal activation
- Q-Force controller lets you adjust braking power
- Patented actuator helps your RV and towed vehicle brake as one
- 5 Year Warranty

**WHY STAY-IN-PLAY DUO**

- Integrated system engineered for both gas and diesel RVs
- Easily transfers from vehicle to vehicle
- 100% proportionate braking
- Set 2 Once pedal clamp
- Up to 75% smaller than other portable systems
- Features Coachlink wireless notification system
- 5 Year Warranty

**WHY DELTA FORCE**

- Portable system engineered for both gas and diesel RVs
- Fully transferable to a new vehicle
- Unique dual-signal activation
- Q-Force controller lets you adjust braking power
- Patented actuator helps your RV and towed vehicle brake as one
- 5 Year Warranty

**PRODUCT DESCRIPTION**

Air Force One is among the smallest, best performing tow braking systems available, providing 100% proportionate braking performance that adjustable systems simply can’t match. Equipped with Demco’s patented actuator, you’ll feel as if your coach and your car are braking together as one.

**WHAT’S INCLUDED**

- 2 Built-in calipers
- 2 Front Air lines
- 2 Rear Air lines
- Air Pressure Stop Switch
- Dual Air lines
- Front Brake Air line
- Rear Brake Air line
- Brake Line Stop Switch
- Master Cylinder

**PRODUCT DESCRIPTION**

Stay In Play Duo uses both air pressure and vacuum power to bring you one of the fastest and most powerful supplemental braking systems on the market today. Duo’s dual-signal activation system eliminates the need for complicated electronics, while Demco’s patented actuator lets you feel the braking being applied to both your RV and your towed vehicle.

**WHAT’S INCLUDED**

- 2002-2015 Models
- 2 Rear Air lines
- 2 Front Air lines
- Air Pressure Stop Switch
- Dual Air lines
- Front Brake Air line
- Rear Brake Air line
- Brake Line Stop Switch
- Master Cylinder

**PRODUCT DESCRIPTION**

The ultimate portable braking system, Delta Force delivers maximum stopping power in a lightweight package you can transfer with ease. Loaded with proprietary features such as the Set it Once pedal clamp and an aviation-grade steel tether, Delta Force will never make contact with your driver’s seat.

**WHAT’S INCLUDED**

- 2 Rear Air lines
- 2 Front Air lines
- Air Pressure Stop Switch
- Dual Air lines
- Front Brake Air line
- Rear Brake Air line
- Brake Line Stop Switch
- Master Cylinder

**SUPPLEMENTAL BRAKING SYSTEM ACCESSORIES**

- Set it Once brake line clamp
- G-Force controller lets you adjust braking power
- Unique dual-signal activation
- Q-Force controller lets you adjust braking power
- Patented actuator helps your RV and towed vehicle brake as one
- 5 Year Warranty

**THE HAZARDS OF TOWING WITHOUT A BRAKING SYSTEM**

1. Longer Stopping Distances
2. Tow Bar Damage
3. Breakaways
4. Potential Legal Trouble
5. Vehicle Damage
6. Contingent Liabilities

**THE RV LIFESTYLE**

is just as much about the journey as it is the destination. Don’t let steep descents, sudden stopped traffic and reckless drivers ruin your journey. Towing without a braking system can add 100+ feet to the stopping distance of your motorhome.

With a Demco tow braking system, you get significantly shorter stopping distances* and more, including the best warranty in the business, and a quality product built for RVs, by RVers, right here in the U.S.A.

So before you set out on your next road trip, ask yourself, “Who’s got my back?”

**STOP YOUR COACH FASTER!**

**RESULTS FROM 60 MPH**

- **No Demco System**
  - **250-280 Feet**
- **With Demco Systems**
  - **170-205 Feet**

**EVERY DEMCO TOW BRAKING SYSTEM INCLUDES:**

An Industry-Leading 5-Year Warranty • A Design That Fits All Vehicles • Even Hybrids

**IT’S THE LAW**

**SUPPLEMENTAL BRAKING SYSTEMS ARE REQUIRED**

Towing a vehicle without a supplemental braking system is illegal in all 50 states and all Canadian provinces. Tow legal. Tow safe. Tow with a Demco braking system.

**MAP KEY**

- **250-280 Feet**
- **170-205 Feet**

**EASY DEMCO TOW BRAKING SYSTEMS INCLUDES:**

- An Industry-Leading 5-Year Warranty • A Design That Fits All Vehicles • Even Hybrids

**$100 OFF**

Call 1.800.543.3626 with any questions

Off Complete Demco Towing System to include a Demco tow bar, Demco baseplate and Demco Supplemental Braking System.

Name ____________________________

Address __________________________

City ____________________________

State __________ Zip __________

Email ____________________________

________________________________

A work order or detailed sales receipt must be included with this coupon.

Email to sales@demco-products.com or fax to 800.845.6420.

Please allow 4 weeks for processing.